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Lord Loam invites all the servants to have Noun in the drawing room, even though his

Adjective butler, Crichton, disapproves. All the servants have tea and cake, even the Plural Noun

and Plural Noun . Lord Loam Verb - Present ends in S the room by announcing that his daughters will

only have one Noun between them on their yacht voyage. Crichton suggests the girls take Tweeney,

even though her manners are Adjective .

After a shipwreck at sea, the family is washed up on a Adjective island populated with many zoo and

farm animals, including Plural Noun , Plural Noun , and Plural Noun . Earnest mistakes Lord

Loam for a tiger cat and then tries to steal his Plural Noun . Crichton puts Earnest's Noun in a

bucket of cold Noun . Lady Mary suspects that Crichton will try to take over as Noun and

insists they all Noun him, but Crichton lures the family back with a pot of Type of Food soup.

Two years later, Crichton has become the Noun dictator of the island. The girls fight over who will

serve him Meal , but he has fallen in love with Mary, probably because she can Verb across a

half-mile river and bring down a Animal with a single Noun . Butlers are super into that sort of

thing. But sadly, just after his proposal and a Adjective dance, they hear a ship's Noun . Before

the sailors arrive, Crichton changes back into his Adjective uniform.

Back at home, Earnest writes a Adjective Adjective Noun about their adventures, taking

credit for everything. Lady Mary wants to Verb Lord Brocklehurst, but his mother suspects something

Adjective happened on the island. Luckily, Crichton sacrifices his own Noun to save the family,

which



makes them feel Adjective for two minutes, until dinner is served.
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